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Secure Password Authentication Infrastructure with 2FA 
Dovell Bonnet, AccessSmart 

 
The ways cybercriminals gain access into computer networks are too numerous to ever 
completely defend against. Computer networks with servers, WIFI, Clouds, IoT, BYOD, remote 
access applications, user managed security and so forth creates too many attack points. That’s 
why when it comes to cybersecurity, there are no silver bullets, one-size fits all, 100% fool-proof 
methods to protect your company from every type of data breach. Even if you could, the cost 
would be prohibitive to implement.  
 
Every security expert will tell you that given enough time, money and resources a determined 
hacker will eventually gain access in ways vendors, corporations and IT Administrators never 
thought possible. Many hacking methods are not that sophisticated. That’s because many 
computer networks don’t implement even the basic best cybersecurity practices. Having said 
this, all is not lost. The best protections policies your company can deploy to reduce 
cyberbreaches are: 

• Employee training 
• Putting in enough “overlapping” security protections 
• Two Factor Authentication (2FA) or Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) 
• Data encryption 
• Network monitoring software 
• Firewalls, anti-virus, and all the other standard computer security components. 

 
Today’s cybersecurity strategy is not to harden computer networks from being attacked; rather to 
incorporate enough security layers that convinces the hacker to invest their time, money and 
resources toward softer, easier targets. 
 
So often when 2FA or MFA is discussed, the conversation revolves around PKI and digital 
certificates. 2FA and MFA can also be used with password management. Passwords are secure! I 
believe this so much I even wrote the book, Making Passwords Secure – Fixing the Weakest 
Link in Cybersecurity. When breaking down PKI to its basic components what makes it secure 
is not the algorithm. Rather, it’s how the private key is protected. To a computer the private key 
is nothing more than a glorified password.  
 
Access Smart built a product that takes many of the best features of different technologies, 
encryptions and policies to create Password Authentication Infrastructure (or PAI) to secure 
access into computers, networks, servers, applications, clouds and websites. Cybersecurity starts 
when the user first turns on the computer and ends when the computer is turned off. 
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12 Ways to Hack 2FA Webinar 
 
Roger Grimes from KnowBe4 (https://www.knowbe4.com/) presented an excellent webinar on 
the MFA side of cybersecurity that I want to share with you ( https://www.knowbe4.com/webinar-11-
ways-to-defeat-2fa). In reviewing Roger’s presentation, I thought it would be helpful to explain 
how Access Smart’s Power LogOn addresses his concerns. Majority of Roger’s example focused 
on the vulnerabilities of PKI, while other attacks come from the company’s server side or 
company’s policies.  
 
Cybersecurity is only as strong as the weakest link, and often human interaction is that week 
link. Here is how Access Smart’s Power LogOn addresses these well know vulnerabilities. 
 

1. Session Hijacking (Man in the Middle) Hack 
• Power LogOn uses AES-256 encryption to secure data when saved, challenge-

response protocols to protect the data exchange between Server and Client, SHA-256 
Hash algorithm and Hash Salting to protect data from being modified by unauthorized 
third parties. 

• Power LogOn does not de-crypt all the passwords at once and then store them RAM 
memory. Credential sets are only accessed and decrypted when needed. 

• Power LogOn always first verifies an application’s address or website’s URLs before 
auto-filling in passwords. If there is not a match, passwords are not released. 

• Power LogOn does not store passwords on our servers or in a big data server. It is far 
safer for each company to centrally manage their logon security within their own 
organization. 

 
2. Endpoint Attack Hack 

• As Roger started, if the endpoints get hacked, 2FA isn’t going to help. That is why I 
tell everyone that cybersecurity starts when the computer is first turned on during 
boot-up and ends when the computer is shut down.  

• Power LogOn replaces the Windows logon prompt by requesting a card along with a 
PIN and/or biometrics. This firsts stage authenticates that the user is authenticated 
and authorized to use the card. Then the card gets authenticated with its secrets that 
the user doesn’t know. Next Power LogOn offers SSO functionality where users are 
automatically logged in to websites and applications with passwords secured by the 
card. Finally, when the user is finished and removes their card the system can log the 
user off, shut down, go into screen look or many other options IT sets. 

 
3. One Time Passwords (OTP) Hack 

• Power LogOn does not use a common seed to generate random passwords 
• Passwords can be generated by human or computer 
• IT can pre-determine the Min/Max length, character type, Minimum number of each 

character type, and change frequency. All without any user involvement or ability to 
change the rules. 
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• Roger explains that with OTP the user types in their password along with the code 
generated. The concern here is that the user is first knowing and typing in an account 
password. With Power LogOn the user only knows the PIN to the card and not the 
actual logon password. 

 
4. Not Requiring / Downgrade Attacks 

• IT can configure all the company’s  computers to require Power LogOn. 
• Employees don’t know their computer logon passwords so will have to contact their 

company’s IT for the logon information. With IT being informed they can watch for 
suspicions activity.  

• If the user has lost or forgotten their card, they will need to contact IT to report the 
problem. IT can then blacklist the card so it cannot be used in the system. 

• Because Power LogOn can be combined with the employee physical access badge, 
then if the card is lost, stolen or forgotten the employee will know it because they 
won’t be able to enter the building 

• Passwords are stored on Prem at the company and not in an Access Smart centralized 
server. This gives IT all the flexibility to manage the security of their system. 

 
5. Social Engineering Hack 

 
• Power LogOn is designed so users have no knowledge of any logon passwords. 

Therefore, they can’t be socially engineered if they don’t know anything. 
• This is not so much of a flaw in 2FA but rather in a company’s policies in properly 

implementing 2FA. Power LogOn allows IT to configure Power LogOn to meet their 
company’s security policies. Frequently, security software requires a company to 
modify their policies to conform to the software’s capabilities.   

• Power LogOn allows for IT to implement an easy password change policy that cannot 
circumvent the pre-defined password complexity policies. 

 
6. Subject Hijack 

• Power LogOn does not use an email address to identify the user. 
• The Power LogOn licenses are issued on a one-to-one tracking. 
• Cards that are hot listed are blocked from accessing the system even if it not returned.  

 
7. Biometrics Hack 

• Power LogOn can use biometrics to authenticate to the smartcard. The biometrics is 
not used to access accounts. 

• Power LogOn relies on the security of the biometrics to first authenticate the user. 
When that is accomplished then the card is authenticated separately from the 
biometrics. 

 
8. Hijacking Shared Authorization Hack 

• Power LogOn does not use oAuth 
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• When logging in becomes convenient for the user by not having them to remember, 
type, or know passwords, then there is no issue of every site having its own complex 
password.  

• Remember, the reason that products like oAuth exist is because convenience is of 
higher importance to the user than security. Power LogOn took high level security 
and then wrapped user convenience around it. We proved that convenience and 
security can be mutually inclusive. 

• Even if the user shares their Power LogOn badge with someone, they will also give 
out their PIN that only the user knows. Therefore, the user is still culpable if any 
inappropriate activity is done though his/her account. 

• Lost, forgotten or stolen cards are hotlisted to deny access. 
• The system does not allow for cloned cards/accounts 

 
9. Brute Force Hack 

• Brute force works on short, weak passwords. Users are known to create weak 
passwords. Power LogOn takes the user out of the security equation. 

• Power Logon put IT in charge to centrally manages all company passwords. 
• Power LogOn allows only a small number of false PIN entries before the card is 

locked. Once locked, IT is notified. 
 

10. Buggy 2FA Hack 
• True, anything created by human can eventually be broken by human given enough 

time, money and resources 
• Even with 2FA if the system, application, website, cloud, or OS has flaws, then that 

becomes the fault of that system and not 2FA directly. 
• Power LogOn only deals with logon so we stay within our niche 
• Power LogOn has been around for over 18-years so we are not new to the 

cybersecurity market. 
 

11. Buggy 2FA ROCA Hack 
• Power LogOn cards don’t require PKI and any RSA generating Infineon chips. 

Therefore, Power LogOn was not affected by this attack. None of our cards had to be 
replaced. 

• Power LogOn is a MFA, IT Centralized, enterprise password manager that does not 
generate Public/Private keys. 

 
12. Physical TPM Attacks 

• This is not an attack that would affect Power Logon 
• Power LogOn authenticates the user via his card/token and PIN, rather than the 

computer. Even if TPM is not hacked, it’s only a tool that facilitates the 
authentication of the computer. This provides little protection if an attacker has 
control of the computer.  

 
 


